Sperm blocking is not a male adaptation to sperm competition in a parasitoid wasp
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The extent to which sperm or ejaculate-derived products from different males interact during sperm competition—from kamikaze sperm to sperm incapacitation—remains controversial. Repeated matings in the parasitoid wasp *Nasonia vitripennis* lead to a short-term reduction of efficient sperm use by females, which is crucial for a haplodiploid organism when needing to allocate sex adaptively (i.e., by fertilizing eggs to produce daughters). Repeated matings by females in this species, therefore, constrain sex allocation through this “sperm-blocking” effect, eliciting a cost to polyandry. Here, we explore the causes and consequences of sperm blocking and test the hypothesis that it is an ejaculate-related trait associated with sperm competition. First, we show that sperm blocking, which leads to an overproduction of sons, is not correlated with success in either offensive or defensive roles in sperm competition. Then, we show that the extent of sperm blocking is not affected by self–self or kin–kin ejaculate interactions when compared to self vs nonself or kin versus nonkin sperm competition. Our results suggest that sperm blocking is not a sperm competition adaptation, but is instead associated with the mechanics of processing sperm in this species, which are likely shaped by selection on female reproductive morphology for adaptive sex allocation.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Polyandry, or the multiple mating of females with different males, is now known to be widespread in nature (Pizzari and Wedell 2013; Taylor et al. 2014). Polyandry has also been clearly demonstrated to confer significant benefits in a wide range of taxa (Arnqvist and Nilsson 2000; Slater et al. 2012; Taylor et al. 2014). However, mating can also be costly for females (Daly 1978; Boulton and Shuker 2013), leading to sexual conflict between males and females over the mating rate, even if some degree of multiple mating for females is adaptive (Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). In the parasitoid wasp *Nasonia vitripennis*, females suffer a novel cost from mating multiply, as repeated matings constrain their ability to allocate sex optimally (Boulton and Shuker 2015a). This effect arises from the fact that multiple ejaculates in a female limit the ability of that female to mobilize and use sperm to fertilize eggs, an effect that we have labeled “sperm blocking” (Boulton and Shuker 2015a). Although *N. vitripennis* are mostly monandrous in the wild, polyandry evolves under laboratory culture conditions (van den Assem and Jacchmann 1999; Burton-Chellew et al. 2007) and can provide a fecundity benefit (Boulton and Shuker 2015b).

As with all Hymenoptera, *N. vitripennis* is haplodiploid, and so mated females can choose whether or not to lay a fertilized egg (which develops into a daughter) or an unfertilized egg (which develops into a son). Females allocate sex in line with the predictions of local mate competition (LMC) theory (Hamilton 1967). Under high LMC conditions typically experienced by *N. vitripennis* in the field, females maximize their fitness by producing highly female-biased broods (Werren 1980, 1983; Shuker and West 2004; Shuker et al. 2005; Burton-Chellew et al. 2008). After a second mating, however, females are temporarily constrained in their ability to produce daughters (for at least 24 h) resulting in a fitness cost for polyandrous mothers (Boulton and Shuker 2015a). Often the costs of mating to females are thought of as arising due to sexual conflict. Males can benefit from increasing the costs of mating to females if this discourages female remating and so reduces the risk of encountering sperm competition (Simmons 2001). However, the sex allocation cost that we see in *N. vitripennis* does not appear to benefit males. On the contrary, at first glance, it appears to reduce male fitness as females lay fewer fertilized eggs (daughters) and males only pass on their genes through these daughters, in haplodiploids.
The potential fitness costs of sperm blocking to both males and females does mean that it represents something of a paradox as to its origin and function. Here, we will consider 2 possible scenarios. First, sperm blocking may be beneficial to males as an adaptation to sperm competition (which is expected to be higher in laboratory strains demonstrating elevated polyandry; van den Assem and Jachmann 1999; Burton-Chellew et al. 2007), with sperm blocking a side-effect of increased paternity share when ejaculates compete. In other words, although sperm blocking reduces the number of daughters produced, sperm blocking may still be beneficial for a male if it increases his share of the remaining (female) offspring. Although it is clear that adaptations to sperm competition, such as physical displacement and increased swimming velocity, can and do occur (Manier et al. 2013), the extent to which sperm or ejaculate-related products directly, i.e. physically, interact has been subject to controversy. Despite hypotheses of kamikaze sperm and ejaculate-ejaculate phenomena such as sperm incapacitation, how common many of these phenotypes are is unclear and remains contentious (Baker and Bellis 1988; Harcourt 1991; Price et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999; Snook and Hosken 2004; den Boer et al. 2010; Manier et al. 2010). Furthermore, it may be that patterns of sperm precedence that are commonly interpreted as male adaptations actually reflect female physiological characteristics that have been shaped by natural selection to optimize sperm use and storage (Simmons et al. 1999; Hosken and Stockley 2004; Herberstein et al. 2011). This is represented in our second scenario, whereby disrupted sex allocation is nonadaptive and occurs as a result of female morphological and physiological constraints on sperm processing, storage, and usage.

The sperm competition scenario generates testable predictions. Sperm blocking may enhance the fertilization success of one male over the other in a number of ways. First, it may reflect a defensive adaptation that reduces the risk of encountering sperm competition for the first male and thus increases his fertilization success (Figure 1A; Simmons 2001). For instance, in some insect species, including some hymenopterans, male transfer mating plugs that obstruct the entry of rival ejaculates into the female reproductive tract (Baer et al. 2001; Mikheyev 2003; Simmons 2001, 2014). Although there is no evidence for a physical mating plug in *Nasonia*, a form of chemical mating plug or sperm–sperm interaction that obstructs sperm movement after copulation (as seen in some species of crab; Bawab and El-Sherief 1989) may be present. If a defensive adaptation against sperm competition such as this occurs in *N. vitripennis*, then it may not only obstruct incoming sperm but may also impede the movement of outgoing sperm to be used for fertilization, resulting in sperm blocking (female parasitoid wasps possess only a single spermathecal duct; King 1961). In this scenario, we predict that the severity of the overproduction of sons (i.e. sperm blocking) will be positively correlated with first male fertilization success and negatively correlated with second male fertilization success (Figure 1A).

In contrast, it may be that sperm blocking occurs as a result of an offensive adaptation to sperm competition, increasing the success of a competing male when sperm competition is encountered (Simmons 2001). In this case, we envisage a scenario where the second male’s ejaculate blocks the female spermathecal duct, preventing the first males ejaculate from being used to fertilize eggs and resulting in sperm blocking. Our prediction for this situation is that the degree of sperm blocking will be positively correlated with second male fertilization success and negatively correlated with first male fertilization success (Figure 1B).

As a further test of sperm blocking as a male adaptation, if there is some chemically mediated process at work, we might expect that sperm blocking should not occur—or should at least be considerably reduced—when ejaculates from the same male, or from closely related males, come into competition. For instance, seminal fluid proteins can play a role in the incapacitation of rival unrelated sperm. In several polyandrous species of social hymenopteran, males exhibit offensive seminal fluid traits that target the sperm of their rivals (den Boer et al. 2010). This may even be facilitated by haplodiploidy, because individual sperm produced by a single haploid male will, except in the event of mutation, be identical (de la Filia et al. 2015). We, therefore, predict that sperm blocking will be more severe when unrelated ejaculates come into competition.

The second possibility is that sperm blocking is not a result of male adaptations to sperm competition, but instead reflects female physiological processes that constrain efficient sperm use. For instance, Price et al. (1999) suggested that in *Drosophila melanogaster* seminal fluid proteins serve to incapacitate previously stored sperm of rival males. However, Snook and Hosken (2004) found evidence to suggest that this apparent male incapacitation actually occurs because females “dump” the sperm from previous ejaculates, which...
can result in skewed sperm precedence toward either male (see also Manier et al. 2013). Similarly, in *N. vitripennis*, sperm blocking could occur as a result of sperm dynamics and movement within the female reproductive tract if, for instance, females require time to move sperm from the site of storage to the site of fertilization. Although we do not explicitly test this hypothesis here, we suggest that sperm blocking most probably occurs due to constraints on sperm processing by females, if there is no effect of mating order or male relatedness on the sex ratio.

We present the results of a series of experiments to contrast these 2 scenarios. In the first 2 experiments, we evaluate and then use the sterile male technique (Parker 1970; Ramadan and Wong 1989; Siva-Jothy and Tsukahara 1994) to test whether sperm blocking is an offensive or defensive trait that is associated with increased sperm precedence for the first or second male to mate. In the next 2 experiments, we test whether sperm blocking is influenced by the relatedness of a female’s mating partners. Specifically, we ask whether sperm blocking is ameliorated if a female mates twice to the same male (versus 2 different males) or with 2 brothers (vs. 2 unrelated males).

**METHODS**

**Study species**

*Nasonia vitripennis* is a gregarious chalcidoid parasitoid wasp. It attacks dipteran pupae and is an ectoparasitoid, depositing eggs on the surface of the developing larva within the puparium (Whiting 1967). As with all Hymenoptera, *N. vitripennis* is haplodiploid and females facultatively lay either fertilized eggs that develop as daughters or unfertilized eggs that develop as sons. Females lay multiple eggs on a single host (i.e. they are gregarious) and sibmating at the emergence site is the norm (Boulton et al. 2014). After mating, the winged females disperse to find hosts on which to oviposit (brachypterous males are largely confined to the natal patch; Boulton et al. 2014). The local mating patches that result from this mating system lead to local mate competition (LMC; Hamilton 1967), and this in turn leads to selection for female-biased offspring sex ratios. In the wild, females typically oviposit alone (Grillenberger et al. 2008) resulting in high LMC because males will mate exclusively with their sisters. In this situation, females will maximize their fitness by producing only enough sons to inseminate their daughters. As more females contribute offspring to a mating patch, males can mate with nonsibling females and this increases their reproductive value and so less female-biased sex ratios are favored. Female *Nasonia* show an impressive ability to allocate sex facultatively in line with the predictions of the LMC theory (Warren 1980; 1983; Shuker and West 2004; Shuker et al. 2005; Burton-Chellew et al. 2008; Martel et al. 2016).

The strain of *N. vitripennis* used for these experiments was the outbred strain HVRx, which was collected from 5 sites in the Netherlands in 2001 (van de Zande et al. 2014), reared on Calliphora vicina pupae as hosts. We reared wasps at 25 °C on a 16:8 h light:dark cycle, which results in a 14-day egg-to-adult cycle. To standardize the rearing environment of focal males and females to be used in the following experiments, we provided virgin and mated females with 3 *C. vicina* hosts each for 48 h, these females served as grandmothers for the focal individuals used for experiments. We isolated focal females as pupae (based on the presence of wing buds and a visible ovipositor) from the hosts 2 days prior to expected adult eclosion, 12 days after the grandmothers had been provided with hosts to oviposit on. The focal males were sons produced by virgin grandmothers, and these males were left to eclose naturally. First, we will describe our pilot experiment to calculate the lowest effective sterilizing dose for our sterile-male sperm competition experiment.

**Pilot: determining the lowest effective sterilizing dose**

We sterilized *N. vitripennis* males using gamma radiation in order to investigate patterns of sperm precedence. Gamma radiation has been shown to sterilize males of many species effectively without detrimentally affecting sperm morphology (Wishart and Dick 1983). If the dose is sufficiently low, irradiation does not affect sperm motility or other aspects of the ejaculate, but the accumulation of lethal mutations in the sperm render them infertile (Ray 1948; Wishart and Dick 1983). The main reason for using the sterile male technique in *N. vitripennis* is due to the lack of suitable morphological markers. Although previous studies have used red- or oyster-eyed inbred mutant strains to assay sperm precedence (Holmes 1974; van den Assem and Feuth-de-Bruijn 1977), these traits are recessive and so sperm precedence cannot be assayed in a wild-type background. Although sterilization can result in reduced fertilizing capacity (Simmons 2001), this issue can be reduced through pilot studies that assess the Lowest Effective Sterilizing Dose (LESD), and through randomization of the mating sequence (Simmons 2001).

To our knowledge, there are no published studies where gamma radiation has been used to sterilize *N. vitripennis* for the purposes of assaying sperm precedence (but see Ray 1948 and Saul 1955 for other uses). Therefore, we conducted a pilot experiment to ascertain the LESD by generating a dose-response curve for 4 treatment groups: 80, 100, 120, and 140 Gy of radiation (Ray 1940). The dose was determined by varying the amount of time that a vial containing male *N. vitripennis* was exposed to a source of gamma radiation. The dose rate was 2.59 Gy/min, so that males that received 80 Gy remained in the radiation chamber for 1854 s, 100 Gy for 2316 s, 120 Gy for 2778 s, and 140 Gy for 3240 s.

On the day of emergence, focal males were exposed, in 4 groups of approximately 100 wasps, to a 137Cs source emitting gamma radiation. The source rotates so that the dose rate is constant over space. Males from each treatment (plus untreated controls) were then mated to virgin females either straight after irradiation (day 1) or 24 h later (day 2; *N* = 25 per treatment per day). All pairings were observed to determine whether successful copulation had occurred, after which the females were provided with hosts that were maintained at 25 °C. After the offspring had emerged and died, the number of sons (unfertilized eggs) and daughters (fertilized eggs) were counted. A mating was considered sterile when 100% of the offspring were male. The dose-response curve (Figure 2) shows the percentage of females from each treatment group that produced any daughters.

Our results suggest that the minimum effective dose was 100 Gy, after which less than 5% of males successfully fertilized eggs. Irradiation did induce sterility, as matings with control males were significantly more likely to result in sperm precedence with exposed males (Quasibinomial GLM: *F* 1, 178 = 92.77, *P* < 0.0001). Sterilization was not effective below 100 Gy (*Tukey P* < 0.007) but fertility was no different when males were treated with 100–140 Gy (100 Gy is the LESD). There was no effect of the day on which mating occurred on fertility (*F* 1, 181 = 0.02, *P* = 0.89). Finally, if the sperm of irradiated males became less viable over
time (Simmons et al. 1996), then the sex ratio produced by females mated on the second day should be more male biased (since unfer-
tilized eggs will develop as males). This was not the case, how-
ever, (day: \( F_{1, 174} = 0.29, P = 0.59 \); interaction effect treatment*day \( F_{3, 170} = 0.56, P = 0.69 \)) suggesting that the sperm of irradiated males did not decrease in viability over the experimental period.

**Experiment 1: assaying sperm precedence using gamma-irradiated males**

Four hundred virgin females were isolated from a grand-maternal generation. Virgin males were generated from unmated grandmothers and were maintained in groups of brothers. Six stock tubes containing brothers were exposed to 100 Gy of gamma radiation. We used irradiated males from 6 families to standardize competitor identity as much as possible, ideally the same males would have been used repeatedly (García-González and Evans 2011) but male *N. vitripennis* do not produce new sperm after emergence (i.e. they are spermatogenetic; Boulton et al. 2014) and using the same males repeatedly would result in mating order effects on fecundity and the sex ratio (Boulton and Shuker 2015b).

In this experiment, we investigated whether sperm blocking is associated with patterns of sperm precedence. To do this, focal females and males were assigned to one of the following 7 treatments: (V) virgin female; (N) once-mated to a normal male; (I) once-mated to an irradiated male; (NI) twice-mated to two normal males; (II) twice-mated to two irradiated males; (NI) mated to a normal male followed by an irradiated male; (IN) mated to an irradiated male followed by a normal male. To help explain the rationale for our interpretation of the following results, our assumptions are as follows. The production of a daughter arises from a fertilized egg, that is, an egg fertilized by the mother using a viable sperm (from a normal ‘N’ male). A male is produced from an unfertilized egg that the mother left unfertilized. The effects of irradiation are manifested through mothers fertilizing eggs with infertile sperm (from an ‘I’ male), which results in the production of inviable embryos that fail to develop. This will lead to a change in the offspring sex ratio (fewer females, so less female-biased or even male-biased sex ratios), as well as a reduction in the total number of adult offspring produced (eggs fertilized by inviable ‘I’ sperm will not develop into adults).

In terms of the experiment, females assigned to the twice-mated treatments (II, IN, NI, NN) were mated first on Day 1. All copulations were observed and in order to increase the likelihood of remating, we prevented males from engaging in postcopula-
tory courtship as this behavior serves to reduce female receptivity to additional matings (van den Assem and Visser 1976). Twenty-
four hours after their first mating (on Day 2), these females were presented with a second male. All once-mated females were pre-
seminated with their first and only male on Day 2. Females were given 3 *C. vicina* hosts on Day 2 (i.e. all females were given hosts imme-
diate after their final mating) and kept in an incubator at 25 °C.

In this experiment, the initial 3 hosts were removed 24 h later and replaced with a single host. This was repeated every day for 3 days such that females surviving until the end of the experiment received a total of 3 hosts in 4 batches. Three hosts were presented in the first batch, to allow host-feeding opportunities as well as to provide oviposition resources. These hosts were maintained at 25 °C and emerging sons and daughters were counted after they had died.

We kept experimental females in isolation after host provisioning and checked them every day at 9 am, 12 pm and 5 pm for mortality. After all females had died, we removed and measured their right hind tibia as a proxy for body size (Godfray 1994) in order to assess whether larger females (possibly with larger spermathecae; Martel et al. 2011) suffer sperm blocking to a lesser extent. An Olympus SZX10 microscope with an ocular microm-
eter was used for all measurements and each tibia was reposi-
tioned and remeasured 3 times in order to assess measurement error, which we found to be low based on a high repeatability esti-
mate (Intraclass correlation coefficient: ICC = 0.94 ± 0.006 CI, \( P < 0.001 \)).

We tested whether treatment or host batch influenced the sex ratio (measured throughout as proportion of offspring that are male) that females produced across all treatments using a repeated-
measures Quasibinomial GLMM (lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) in R Studio, RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA; R Core Team 2016). Fixed factors were treatment, host batch and their interaction. Female longevity (hours) and hind tibia length (mm) were included as covariates. Female identity nested within host batch was included as a random effect. Pairwise comparisons within these models allowed us to assess the effects of treatment on sperm blocking as well as the effectiveness of irradiation for sterilizing males. If irra-
diation successfully sterilizes males without impairing their ability to transfer an ejaculate, virgin females should produce significantly larger (all-male) clutches than mated (I or II) females (virgin female clutches are generally the same size as the clutches of once-
mated females in *N. vitripennis*, only all-male clutches; Boulton and Shuker 2015a). We, thus, tested whether females that mated with either one (I) or two (II) irradiated males produced fewer sons (unfertilized eggs) than virgin females using a repeated-measures QuasiPoisson GLMM.

To investigate patterns of sperm precedence and mixing, we tested whether daughter production (i.e. eggs fertilized by N males that develop successfully) differed between treatment groups NN, NI and IN over the four host batches using a repeated-measures GLMM with a QuasiPoisson error structure. For this analysis, treatment, host batch and their interaction effect were included in the model as fixed factors, female longevity and hind tibia length as covariates, and female identity nested within host batch as a ran-
dom effect.

The following formula was used to calculate sperm precedence (\( P_N \)) in treatments NI (\( P_1 \)) and IN (\( P_2 \)) (modified from Boorman and Parker 1976):

\[
P_N = \frac{N}{N + I}
\]
where,
\[ P_N = \frac{x - z}{p - z} \]

\( x \) = proportion of daughters (fertilized eggs) in NI or IN matings,
\( z \) = proportion of daughters in II matings (0.018),
\( p \) = proportion of daughters in N matings (0.814).

We considered daughter production in II as \( z \) rather than daughter production in I because the reduced daughter production that occurs after repeated matings (sperm blocking) renders this estimate more comparable to the other twice-mated treatments (NI and IN).

To calculate \( p \) we used the proportion of daughters in N matings to estimate “maximum” paternity by a single male, and NN matings were not used here as paternity could not be assigned to either male (in addition, daughter production in NN matings was reduced by sperm blocking and would underestimate maximum daughter production; see Results below).

In the original formula described in Boorman and Parker (1976), \( x, z, \) and \( p \) are the proportion of eggs fertilized by the sperm of the N or I males and are calculated from the total number of viable offspring that hatch divided by the total number of eggs laid (including inviable eggs). Here, however, we have modified this formula due to constraints imposed by haplodiploidy and the life cycle of *Nasonia*. We consider the proportion of daughters in a clutch, excluding male offspring from our estimates of sperm precedence. This is because males develop from unfertilized eggs and so are not useful for assigning sperm use to the N male. Additionally, due to the nature of parasitism by *N. vitripennis*, unfertilized eggs typically cannot be counted. This is because around 40 eggs or so are laid inside the puparium and any eggs that fail to develop are generally destroyed by the larvae that do hatch. As a result, we lack knowledge regarding the number of eggs that failed to develop (those fertilized by the I male). This means that the values of \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) will be overestimates (see the Supplementary Material, Supplementary Table S1, for calculations of \( p_N \) from a set of simulated data with and without knowledge of numbers of inviable eggs laid). Although these estimates are sufficient for investigating patterns of sperm precedence within this study, this limitation prevents comparisons of results between studies.

Under high LMC (when females oviposit alone), the number of sons in the first host batch is typically around 10%–20% of the total brood size (Werren 1980, 1983). When sperm blocking occurs, however, the proportion of sons in the first host batch increases, as females are unable to mobilize sperm successfully to fertilize eggs. To assess whether sperm blocking in the first clutch influences fertilization success of the N male, we tested whether \( P_N \) over host batches 2–4 was associated with the number of sons in the first host batch for the treatments IN and NI.

We infer \( P_1 \) from treatment NI and \( P_2 \) from treatment IN (i.e. the order of the focal male) and predict the following: If sperm blocking is 1) a defensive trait that benefits the first male, there will be a positive correlation between \( P_1 \) (use of the first male’s sperm in NI) and son production in the first clutch of eggs and a negative correlation for \( P_2 \) (use of the 2nd male’s sperm in IN; Figure 1A). If, on the other hand, sperm blocking is 2) an offensive trait used by second males to increase their relative paternity, then \( P_2 \) (use of the 2nd male’s sperm in treatment IN) will be positively correlated and \( P_1 \) (the first males sperm use in NI) negatively correlated with son production in host batch 1 (sperm blocking; Figure 1B). In other words, if sperm blocking is an offensive sperm competition trait that benefits the second male, high sperm blocking should lead to high \( P_3 \) (daughter production will be positively correlated with sperm blocking in treatment IN). If it is a defensive trait that benefits the first male, high sperm blocking will lead to higher \( P_1 \) (daughter production will be positively correlated with sperm blocking in treatment NI). These predictions are outlined in Figure 1.

We ran a GLMM with female ID nested within host batch as a random effect, \( P_N \) was the outcome variable and the predictors were “Number of sons in host batch 1”, as well as treatment, host batch, and the interaction effects. A significant interaction effect between the number of sons and treatment suggests that the relationship between sperm blocking and fertilization success differs depending on the order in which the nonirradiated (N) male has mated (i.e. whether prediction 1 or 2 is supported).

**Experiment 2: sperm blocking with competition between self versus nonself sperm**

In our second experiment, we tested whether the presence of ejaculates from 2 different males influences the severity of sperm blocking. We also tested whether, in addition to mating, prolonged exposure to either the same male or 2 different males influenced sperm blocking. This is because previous work had suggested that harassment by males during oviposition could influence sperm use independent of mating (Wylie 1976; Boulton and Shuker 2015b, 2016). To do this, focal females were exposed to a single male, copulation was observed and postcopulatory courtship prevented as before. Females assigned to polyanidous treatments mated again 24 h later. The identity of the male that each female mated with first was recorded and all males were retained. After their first mating, females were randomly assigned to the following treatments, and in each case females were given 3 hosts to oviposit on for 24 h after the final mating, either in the presence of a male or not.

The 6 treatments were: 1) Control (C1) with once-mated females given hosts (*C. vicina*) immediately after mating; 2) control + 24 h (C2) with once-mated females given hosts 24 h after mating; 3) same-male mating (S) with females mating with the same male twice with a 24-h interval between matings; 4) same-male harassment (SH) in which females were exposed to the same male 24 h after the initial mating and the male and female kept together during oviposition; 5) nonself mating (NS) in which females remated with a different once-mated male 24 h after the initial mating; and 6) nonself harassment (NSH) in which females were exposed to a different once-mated male 24 h after the initial mating, with the male and female kept together during oviposition (total \( N = 196 \), \( N = 23–37 \) across treatments). In order to standardize male mating status in the “same-male” and “nonself” treatments, all second males used had mated once previously. All experimental hosts were removed the following day and incubated at 25 °C. After 2 weeks, the offspring of the focal females emerged from the hosts. After the offspring had died, the number of sons and daughters produced was counted.

**Experiment 3: sperm blocking with competition between kin versus nonkin sperm**

In our final experiment, we tested whether the severity of sperm blocking is influenced by male relatedness. The basic design of Experiment 2 was repeated to test how sperm blocking differed when females mated with 2 brothers or 2 unrelated males. Females were randomly assigned to one of the following treatments: 1) Control (C1) with once-mated females given hosts immediately
after mating; 2) control + 24 h (C24) with once-mated females given hosts 24 h after mating; 3) kin-mating (K) with females mating with the 2 virgin brothers with a 24-h interval between matings; 4) kin-harassment (KH) in which females were exposed to a virgin brother of their first mate 24 h after the initial mating and where the male and female were kept together during oviposition; 5) nonkin mating (NK) in which females remated with a virgin male that was unrelated to their first mate 24 h after the initial mating; and 6) nonkin harassment (NKH) in which females were exposed to a virgin male that was unrelated to their first mate 24 h after the initial mating, and the male and female were kept together during oviposition (Total N = 206, N = 23–58 across treatments).

In Experiments 2 and 3, the sex ratio (proportion of sons) and son and daughter production (total clutch size) was analyzed using GLMMs with a Quasibinomial and Gaussian error structure, respectively, using the package lme4 in R Studio (Bates et al. 2015). Treatment, harassment, and the interaction effect were included as fixed factors. Experiments 2 and 3 were each conducted across 3 blocks, and so experimental block was included as a random effect.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: assaying sperm precedence using gamma-irradiated males

Irradiation was generally effective at preventing daughter production. However, females that mated with 2 irradiated males (II) were more likely to produce some daughters compared to both virgin and I females (Quasibinomial GLMM: $F_{3,56}= 95.58, P < 0.0001$; Figure 3A). The absolute number of sons produced over the 3 treatments differed significantly. Clutches laid by virgin females are typically comparable in size to mixed-sex clutches (van den Assem 1977) but here virgin females produced around 3 times as many sons as females that mated with 1 or 2 irradiated males (QuasiPoisson GLMM: $F_{3,37}= 230.72, P < 0.0001$; Figure 3B). This suggests that mated females were being inseminated and using sperm but that the daughters sired by I males made up the putative remaining 60–70% of the clutch that failed to develop.

Females that mated only once to an unsterilized male (N) produced the most female-biased sex ratios as expected. Twice-mated females all experienced sperm blocking, laying significantly more sons than females that mated with 1 (I) or 2 (II) irradiated males. Error bars = 95% CIs. (A and B) Different lower case letters represent treatment groups that are statistically different ($P < 0.05$).

In terms of sperm competition outcomes, more explicitly, sperm blocking was not associated with higher paternity for either the first or the second male. When sperm blocking occurs, more sons are produced in the first host batch. Although “sperm blocking” did reduce the fertilization success of the unsterilized (N) male in host batches 2–4 ($\beta = -0.49, SE = 0.23; F_{3,31}= 5.01, P = 0.03$), there was no significant interaction between sperm blocking and treatment ($F_{2,31}= 1.77, P = 0.18$; Figure 5B) demonstrating that sperm blocking reduces the success of the first and second male equally.

We found no evidence that sperm blocking (sex ratio in the first host batch) was related to female size ($F_{1,23}= 1.14, P = 0.29$) or
longevity ($F_{3.313} = 1.14$, $P = 0.29$). We also found no evidence that female body size interacts with treatment to influence sperm blocking (Treatment*size: $F_{3.318} = 1.29$, $P = 0.28$).

**Experiment 2: self versus nonself**

All twice-mated females experienced sperm blocking to the same degree, regardless of whether they mated twice with the same male (S) or with different males (NS; $P = 0.99$; Figure 6A). Although there was an overall effect of mating treatment on the sex ratio ($F_{3.313} = 42.22$, $P < 0.0001$), the only significant pairwise differences were between both controls and twice-mated females ($P < 0.0001$). There was no effect of harassment ($F_{3.313} = 0.08$, $P = 0.78$) or any interaction effect between harassment and treatment ($F_{3.313} = 0.72$, $P = 0.40$) on the sex ratio.

In terms of clutch size (total son and daughter production), there was no significant main effect of harassment ($F_{3.313} = 0.01$, $P = 0.91$) or treatment ($F_{3.313} = 2.00$, $P = 0.11$). The interaction effect between treatment and harassment was, however, statistically significant ($F_{3.311} = 5.34$, $P = 0.02$; Figure 6B). When control treatments were removed (no harassment in C1 or C24), the significant interaction effect remained ($F_{5.216} = 5.20$, $P = 0.02$). Prolonged exposure (harassment) reduces offspring production when the first and second males are different individuals (Figure 6B) but clutch sizes were larger when females were exposed to the same male twice.

**Experiment 3: kin versus nonkin**

Sperm blocking was not influenced by the relatedness between competing males when females mated twice. Although there was again an overall effect of mating treatment on the sex ratio ($F_{3.316} = 39.75$, $P < 0.001$), the only significant pairwise differences were between the controls and all twice-mated females as before ($P < 0.0001$). As above, females in the once-mated control treatments laid the most female-biased sex ratios. The sex ratio was less female-biased when females mated twice but relatedness between the males with which a female mated had no effect on the sex ratio ($P = 0.99$; Figure 6C). There was no effect of harassment on the sex ratio ($F_{5.318} = 0.04$, $P = 0.84$) nor was there a significant interaction effect between treatment and harassment on the sex ratio produced ($F_{5.314} = 0.02$, $P = 0.87$).

Turning again to clutch size, there was no effect of harassment ($F_{5.318} = 0.79$, $P = 0.37$) and no statistically significant effect of treatment ($F_{5.316} = 2.56$, $P = 0.054$) on clutch size, nor was there a significant interaction effect between treatment and harassment ($F_{5.314} = 0.05$, $P = 0.82$; Figure 6D).

**DISCUSSION**

A diverse range of offensive sperm competition traits have been suggested, and demonstrated, to confer an advantage to males when females mate multiply and sperm competition is encountered (Simmons 2014). However, the parasitoid wasps remain relatively understudied with respect to postcopulatory sexual selection (Boulton et al. 2014). In this study, we investigated the possibility that sperm blocking, that is, the overproduction of unfertilized eggs (sons) that occurs immediately after female remating, might be advantageous to male $N. vitripennis$ when they experience sperm competition. However, it is clear from our results that sperm blocking does not occur as a result of males displacing, blocking, or incapacitating the ejaculates of their rivals. First, in Experiment 1, sperm blocking did not favor the paternity of either the first or second male, and so was not associated with increased paternity.
in either offensive or defensive sperm competition. Second, in Experiments 2 and 3, sperm blocking was not ameliorated by the presence of a male’s own sperm or the sperm of a brother, and so sperm blocking occurred regardless of sperm identity and origin.

In Experiment 1, we found that *N. vitripennis* males do not actively “block” rival sperm, as sperm blocking reduced paternity for the first and second males equally. We did find, however, that in the first clutch, the first male sired more daughters, but in subsequent clutches second males gained more paternity success, such that the first and second males shared equal paternity overall (*P* = 0.76, *P* = 0.64; note that these values overestimate the true *P* and sum to more than 1, see Methods and Supplementary Table S1 in the Supplementary Material). This is not likely to be due to the first male’s ejaculate being fully depleted, because a single mating with a virgin male was sufficient for females to maintain daughter production when provided with up to 24 hosts in a previous study (Boulton and Shuker 2015b). Instead, this pattern is more likely to be due to how sperm is processed and stored.

Previous work on *N. vitripennis* has demonstrated that patterns of sperm use are influenced by mating order and also by the mated status of the male and the timing of the second mating. Holmes (1974) found that if the first male to mate was partially sperm depleted, there was no consistent pattern of use of the first or second male’s sperm (i.e. sperm mixing occurred) and so paternity was more equal than if males were not depleted (in which case paternity was skewed towards the first male). Additionally, van den Assem and Feuth-de-Bruijn (1977) found little sperm mixing when females remated immediately after their initial mating, but sperm mixing increased when there was a delay of 3 days between matings (van den Assem and Feuth-de-Bruijn 1977; van den Assem 1977). The processes that influence the degree of sperm mixing outlined above have also been found to influence sperm blocking.

If the second male does not succeed in inseminating the female (Geuverink et al. 2009), or if there is no interval between matings, and so no sperm mixing, van den Assem (1977) found that sperm blocking was less severe (i.e. the sex ratio in the first clutch was less male biased). Superficially, this suggests that sperm blocking might promote sperm mixing, but the current results argue against a causal relationship and show that sperm blocking does not relate to male ejaculate physiology. Nor does sperm blocking appear to be a constraint related to the size of the spermatheca, as we found no effect of female body size (which is associated with larger spermatheca size in another parasitoid, *Trichogramma euprodictus*; Martel et al. 2011) on the severity of sperm blocking.

Our second and third experiments also do not support the hypothesis that sperm blocking is a targeted male adaptation in *N. vitripennis* that incapacitates (rather than indiscriminately blocks) unrelated rival male sperm (den Boer et al. 2010). Whether the sperm are one’s own, or that of a brother, or an unrelated competitor, the effect on reduced sperm use by the recipient female is the same. A previous example of apparent “sperm incapacitation” in *D. melanogaster* (Price et al. 1999) turned out on further investigation not to reflect male ejaculate physiology, but rather female physiological processes (Snook and Hosken 2004; see also Manier et al. 2010). In *D. melanogaster*, it is the act of copulation itself that leads to females “dumping” sperm from previous ejaculates, resulting in extreme last-male precedence. In *D. melanogaster*, however, it does appear that some males are better than others at eliciting “sperm dumping”, but we found no evidence that this is the case in *N. vitripennis*, as increased sperm blocking was not positively associated with sperm precedence.

Instead, the patterns of, and correlation between, sperm precedence and sperm blocking exhibited by *N. vitripennis* in the current study, and in others (Holmes 1974; van den Assem and Feuth-de-Bruijn 1977) appear that some males are better than others at eliciting “sperm dumping”, but we found no evidence that this is the case in *N. vitripennis*, as increased sperm blocking was not positively associated with sperm precedence.

---

**Figure 6**

Sex ratio and clutch size for females in Experiments 2 (A and B) and 3 (C and D). White bars = No harassment, gray bars = harassment. (A) There was no significant difference in the sex ratios produced by females that either mated with or were exposed to the same male twice or 2 different males. (B) The clutch size that females produced was not affected by mating treatment. However, the interaction effect between harassment and treatment was significant. (C) There was no significant difference in the sex ratios produced by females that either mated with or were exposed to 2 brothers (kin) or 2 unrelated males (non-kin). (D) Clutch size was not affected by harassment, the number of matings, or relatedness between the first and second males. Error bars = binomial CIs (for A and C) and 95% CIs (for B and D).
Asymmetric sexual conflict (Flanders 1956; Wilkes 1965). Whilst adaptive in terms of sperm economy, this narrow tube may become congested if the capacity of the spermatheca is exceeded.

As such, building on our work and that of earlier authors, we suggest that the phenotype of sperm blocking is generated as follows. During insemination, sperm are deposited at the base of the single, narrow spermathecal duct, from where they rapidly migrate to the rigid spheroid spermathecal capsule. The first sperm reach the capsule after just 1 min (King 1961) but take several hours to quiesce and line up at the capsule mouth, when they are then ready to be used for fertilization (King 1962; Wilkes 1965). The sperm leave the capsule to fertilize the eggs through the same narrow duct. Following a second mating, the presence of incoming sperm in the narrow spermathecal duct prevents sperm required for fertilization from exiting the capsule to some extent (see Wilkes 1965 and Finney et al. 1947 for evidence from other parasitoids). If the first ejaculate is small, or there is sufficient time between matings, then the second ejaculate can enter the spermathecal duct and spermatheca itself, and then sperm mixing can occur, equalizing P1 and P2 (Holmes 1974; van den Assem and Feuth-de-Bruijn 1977; van den Assem 1977). Crucially though, in these cases the second ejaculate is able to enter the spermathecal duct and the incoming ejaculate will temporarily obstruct outgoing sperm, reducing the efficiency of sperm use and generating sperm blocking.

The pattern of sperm precedence that we observed in Experiment 1 fits this scenario. The first 2 clutches laid were predominantly sired by the first male to mate, but sperm mixing occurred later. The sperm in the first ejaculate would be the first to line up and quiesce at the mouth of the spermathecal duct, ready to be used for fertilization. The 24-h delay between matings should result in some of the second ejaculate entering the duct, but before the first eggs are fertilized the small capsule will be fairly full. The sperm in the second ejaculate will move into storage slowly, at the same time impeding any outgoing sperm (and resulting in sperm blocking). The space created when the first sperm leaves the capsule will allow more of the second ejaculate to enter and facilitate the mixing of initially stratified sperm, increasing the potential for sperm mixing and, as such, sperm competition over time (Simmons 2001).

Taken together then, it seems that the very morphological and physiological machinery that allows coordinated control of fertilization in parasitoid species such as N. vitripennis is also responsible for the disruption of adaptive sex allocation that occurs when ejaculates overlap during sperm processing prior to fertilization. Therefore, control over fertilization, as required by Nasonia because of the facultative nature of sex allocation under LMC, should strongly select against polyandry if sperm blocking arises with repeated matings (Boulton and Shuker 2015a; Ridley 1988). As such, sperm processing may be a major factor constraining female multiple mating in the parasitoids, a group noted for its rather limited level of polyandry (Ridley 1993; Godfray 1994; Boulton et al. 2014). This constraint may be less important when selection on female-biased sex ratios is relaxed, for instance under laboratory conditions, where LMC is reduced and polyandry is freer to evolve (for N. vitripennis see: van den Assem and Jachmann 1995; Burton-Chellew et al. 2007; Boulton and Shuker 2013b). The findings of the current study show that constrained sex allocation does not occur as an evolutionary consequence of polyandry in N. vitripennis (via postcopulatory sexual selection on males), rather selection on sex allocation may limit polyandry in these wasps, and weakening that selection may be a key contributing factor to the evolution of elevated remating in mass culture conditions.

When polyandry does increase, such as under mass culture, postcopulatory sexual selection should favor the evolution of large ejaculates in N. vitripennis males as a defense against sperm competitors (Simmons 2001). Larger ejaculates would then occupy more space in the spermathecal duct, thereby obstructing the ejaculates of rivals for longer (Hollmes 1974; van den Assem and Feuth-de-Bruijn 1977). However, as discussed, N. vitripennis females appear unable to process such large ejaculates efficiently, and sperm blocking leads to a reduction in fitness via sex allocation disruption. Thus, the evolutionary interests of males and females are brought into conflict over the size of ejaculate that is transferred. In haplodiploids, sexual conflict is more likely to be resolved in favor of females and so any male adaptation, such as large ejaculate size, that harms females is unlikely to persist (de la Filia et al. 2015). Asymmetric sexual conflict such as this may explain why ejaculates transferred by parasitoid males remain relatively small even in more polyandrous species, as well as why the costs of mating (in terms of fecundity and longevity) tend to be low for females (Boulton et al. 2014).

The interpretation of the interaction between sperm use, sperm competition, and polyandry that we present here also suggests a different (but not mutually exclusive) hypothesis for the evolution of the postcopulatory courtship seen in Nasonia and in many other parasitoids (Boulton et al. 2014). Such postcopulatory courtship typically reduces female receptivity to subsequent matings, and so has often been interpreted as an adaptation to reduce future sperm competition for a male (i.e. a defensive trait, and a clear example that postcopulatory sexual selection can shape behavior, physiology, and morphology even without double-matings occurring: Dougherty et al. 2016). However, multiple matings not only risk male paternity share, they also reduce the extent to which sperms are used by females. Thus, postcopulatory courtship that reduces female receptivity not only protects paternity, but also protects efficient sperm use by that female. Because haplodiploid males only pass on their genes via daughters, this might be a nontrivial selective force, to sit alongside that of protecting paternity.

To conclude, by interpreting our findings and those of earlier studies in the light of the structure and function of the female parasitoid reproductive tract, we have been able to suggest a mechanism for sperm blocking and to understand how sperm dynamics can result in the patterns of sperm precedence and mixing seen in N. vitripennis and, indeed, across other parasitoids more generally. Herberstein et al. (2011) advocate this approach, encouraging behavioral ecologists to refer to early morphological descriptions when interpreting data regarding sperm competition and sperm dynamics. The current study demonstrates that this approach can facilitate the understanding of the processes that lead to patterns of sperm precedence, demonstrating that phenomena that appear likely to result from male ejaculate traits, such as sperm blocking (or “sperm incapacitation”: Simmons et al. 1999; Hosken and Stockley 2004) may relate to female physiological characteristics that, in this case, and perhaps many others, are shaped by natural selection on efficient female sperm use and storage. Rather than immediately looking to the more appealing and enigmatic (and often more contentious) processes, such as cryptic female choice (Birkhead 1990)
or “kamikaze sperm” and incapacitating seminal fluid proteins (Baker and Bellis 1988; Harcourt 1991; Price et al. 1999; den Boer et al. 2010), it is important that we understand the basic role that female physiology plays in determining the outcomes of sperm competition. In doing so, we can gain a better appreciation of how postcopulatory sexual selection operates and the types of traits that are likely to result in males and females.
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